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Comparative analysis is a fundamental tool in biology.

Conservation among species greatly assists the detection

and characterization of functional elements, whereas

inter-species differences are probably the best indicators

of biological adaptation. Traditionally, comparative

approaches were applied to the analysis of genomic

sequences. With the growing availability of functional

genomic data, comparative paradigms are now being

extended also to the study of other functional attributes,

most notably the gene expression. Here we review recent

works applying comparative analysis to large-scale gene

expression datasets and discuss the central principles and

challenges of such approaches.
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Introduction
One of the surprising discoveries of modern biology is the
strong conservation of protein sequences, as well as
cellular mechanisms, across evolution. Some of our meta-
bolic genes, for example, display strong sequence and
functional similarities to their bacterial counterparts.
Moreover, central features of core cellular processes such
as cell cycle progression, DNA replication or transcription
are conserved from yeast to human. Indeed, this exten-
sive conservation had motivated the use of model organ-
isms as means for studying conserved processes that are
more difficult to assay in complex systems. Sequence
similarity, in particular, has emerged as a key tool in
predicting functional properties. In fact, most annotations
of newly sequenced genomes, including gene prediction,
gene function or regulatory elements, are based on sim-
ilarity with other sequences whose functions have been
described (e.g. [1–3]).

Whereas most comparative studies focus on conserved
properties as means for characterizing functional ele-
ments, inter-species differences are also of interest.
These differences are arguably the best indicators of
evolutionary history and provide much information about
species-specific adaptations. Identifying such differences
is thus central to our search for what makes us human and
how biological diversity is generated.

Technological advances over the past decade have led to
the accumulation of genome-scale data describing not
only gene sequence but also functional properties in-
cluding gene expression, protein–protein interactions,
and the binding of transcription factors to DNA. Such
data are now available for multiple organisms, and their
complexity presents a new set of challenges to compara-
tive analysis. For example, unlike sequence information,
most functional properties are condition-dependent, a
property that needs to be accounted for during inter-
species comparisons. Furthermore, sequence analysis is
typically gene-specific and compares specific sets of
homologs. Functional properties, on the contrary, often
reflect the integrated function of multiple genes, calling
for novel methods that allow network-centered rather
than gene-centered comparisons. Finally, functional
genomic data generated with current technologies suffer
from high levels of noise and therefore need to be filtered
in order to obtain valid conclusions.

In this review we focus on recent studies that employ
comparative methods to analyze gene expression data.
We describe the different approaches employed in such
an analysis and highlight the remaining challenges.

Comparative analysis of condition-specific
gene expression
An important element in a gene’s function is the spatial
and temporal pattern by which it is expressed. For
example, diverse cell types are generated by extensive
modifications in the expression of the same set of genes.
In recent years, microarray technology has facilitated
thousands of experiments that characterized genome-
wide expression levels under a wide variety of conditions.
Such data are now available for diverse organisms, pro-
viding a rich resource for comparative studies.

The initial motivation for comparing gene expression
across species was to identify conserved expression pro-
grams that are likely to be functionally important. This
was done by assembling compatible expression datasets
from different organisms and searching for similar pat-
terns. For example, McCarroll et al. applied this approach
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to study the expression changes that occur during aging
[4!!], comparing gene expression in middle-aged flies and
worms to their young adult counterparts. Notably, age-
related changes in gene expression were found to be
significantly correlated between flies and worms; in both
species, for example, oxidative metabolism genes and
cellular transport genes are repressed during aging. Sim-
ilarly, conserved expression programs for embryonic de-
velopment were also identified.

The comparison of distantly related organisms is useful
for identifying conserved expression programs. Worms
and flies, for example, had shared their last common
ancestor about 1 billion years ago, so that the few remain-
ing similarities between their highly divergent expression
programs are likely to represent important processes.
This extensive diversification, however, limits the utility
of these comparisons for studying the principles of evol-
utionary changes of gene expression.

To overcome this limitation, subsequent studies have
compared the expression programs of evolutionarily rel-
ated organisms at identical conditions [5,6!,7–12,13!!,14]

(Figure 1a and b). Rifkin et al. [11], for example, compared
the expression levels of several species and strains of fruit
fly undergoing metamorphosis and classified genes into
different evolutionary modes: conserved, evolving by drift
andevolvingby species-specific adaptation.Similar studies
compared the expression levels of different species of
yeasts [13!!], flies [10], plants [8], and primates [6!,7]. A
general insight derived from these studies is that genes
differ greatly in the evolutionary plasticity of their expres-
sion profile. Specifically, gene expression divergence was
found to be correlatedwithmultiple properties, such as the
number of protein–protein interactions [15], promoter type
[13!!], sex-biased expression [10], and whether or not they
had undergone duplications [9,16].

Comparative analysis of co-expression
A major difficulty in comparing expression data between
organisms is that gene expression is not static and changes
depending on the external conditions. As was described
above, this fact can be accounted for by considering
compatible gene expression data. This approach, how-
ever, severely limits the data that can be used for com-
parative analysis, as only a small fraction of the available
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Figure 1

Types of comparative analyses: from single-features to whole networks comparisons. Comparative analysis can be performed with different
approaches depending on the type of data and choice of methods. Four different approaches are illustrated with increasing complexity; in each
case, squares represent the datasets for two organisms, colors represent different values, and examples are given for conservation (top) and
divergence (bottom). (a) In the simplest case, a single value (e.g. mRNA abundance or codon usage) is compared [4!!,6!,11,42!]. (b) Multiple
values for each gene are compared, resulting in a profile (expression across various conditions or tissues) [13!!,34,46,47]. (c) Multiple values
(as in (b)) can also be used to calculate correlations among the genes profiles. Pairwise correlations (e.g. co-expression) are compared to analyze
interactions among genes [21], and correlations with all other genes (a row in the matrix) are compared to analyze the relative position of a
gene in the network [17,37,43]. (d) Correlations can be used to define modules of functionally related genes, and the modular structure of
different networks may be compared [18,19,22!,23!,25!!]. Three modules are illustrated in each network: the green module is conserved across
the networks; the blue and grey modules in the left network correspond to a single module (blue) in the right network (e.g. [23!]); and the red module
is found only in the right network (e.g. [19]). Several references are given as examples for each scenario.
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data in different species is comparable. Moreover, even if
conditions seem equivalent, evolutionary distant organ-
isms may react to them differently, since they do not
necessarily perceive them as identical.

To overcome these limitations, an alternative approach
was suggested, where the compared entities are patterns of
gene co-expression, rather than the expression itself
(Figure 1c and d). That is, co-expression between each
gene pair is defined on the basis of the available expression
data in each organism and is then compared among differ-
ent organisms. These comparisons focus on the similarity
and differences in the relative positions of orthologous
genes within their expression networks and can thus be
employed even when the conditions of different species
are not comparable. Indeed, this approach enabled the
comparative analysis of thousands of expression datasets
that are available for different model organisms [17–21].

Consider for example, two genes that are similarly
expressed within one organism across various conditions.
This co-expression could be meaningful, indicating some
functional relationship between the two genes, but could
also be accidental, without biological implications. Con-
servation of this co-expression relationship between organ-
isms could indicate its biological significance. Indeed,
recent studies have shown that co-expression tends to
be conserved among organisms and that co-expression
relationships that are conserved are more likely to indicate
similarity in function than co-expression that is restricted to
just one organism [17–21].Higher-order organization, such
as modules of co-expressed genes, were also compared to
provide amore robust approach for genome-wide compari-
sons [18,19]. Since such modules are often functional
entities, their comparison enables direct functional
interpretations [18,19,22!,23!,24] (Figure 1d).

In addition to the analysis of conserved properties,
additional studies attempted to define changes in the
connectivity of the transcriptional network that could
indicate functional adaptation. Ihmels et al. compared
the high-order connectivity in the transcriptional network
of the model yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae with that of the
pathogenic yeast Candida albicans [23!,25!!]. Several con-
served modules of co-expressed genes were identified,
including two modules associated with cytosolic versus
mitochondrial ribosomes. Interestingly, while the division
of these two modules was conserved, the relationship
between them differed dramatically. In C. albicans the
two modules were co-expressed, while in S. cerevisiae they
were not [25!!]. Indeed, this large-scale expression differ-
ence is linked to themetabolic adaptation of S. cerevisiae to
anaerobic growth, rendering the oxidative metabolism
dispensable for rapid growth. Importantly, this study also
identified a cis-regulatory element in the promoters of both
modules in C. albicanswhereas it was identified only in the
promoters of the cytosolic module of S. cerevisiae. This

suggests that the observed expression differences resulted
from massive regulatory changes, whereby cis-regulatory
elements were lost frompromoters of dozens of S. cerevisiae
mitochondrial genes but conserved in the promoters of
cytosolic genes coding for proteins involved in ribosomal
biogenesis.

This example demonstrates that evolution of co-expres-
sion can also be reflected by the presence of common cis-
regulatory elements in the promoters of co-expressed
genes [24,26,27,28!,29]. In fact, other studies have tried
to characterize evolutionary dynamics of gene expression
also in the absence of gene expression information. Thus,
Gasch et al. have systematically searched for common
cis-regulatory elements at promoters of 14 yeast species
[26]. Many of the S. cerevisiae cis-regulatory elements
were found to be conserved in multiple yeast species
suggesting that co-expression is conserved. Divergence
of cis-regulation was also observed, including species-
specific cis-regulatory elements, alterations in the set of
genes that contain a specific cis-regulatory element, and
changes in the sequence of the binding sites for a specific
transcription factor (RPN4). It should be noted that
although these and other examples [24,27] imply evol-
utionary divergence in co-expression patterns, it may well
be that co-expression is conserved despite the change in
cis-regulatory sequences or mechanisms; this possibility
was in fact demonstrated in the case of the yeast riboso-
mal genes [28!], which are co-expressed both in S. cere-
visiae and in S. pombe, but their co-expression is achieved
by different mechanisms. Examination of additional yeast
species suggested a gradual shift from regulation by one
transcription factor to another, with evolutionarily inter-
mediate species regulated by both [28!].

Duplicated genes and orthology relationships
For any comparison to be meaningful, one must first
decide what is being compared and identify the common
elements of the compared objects (Figure 2). In compar-
ing data of different organisms, the basic elements are
typically pairs of one-to-one orthologous genes, which
rely on a mapping of orthology. Most comparative studies
employ a strict definition for one-to-one orthology by
considering, for example, syntenic or reciprocal best
sequence matches and excluding ambiguities that arise
from species-specific duplications or losses [30]. This
approach is useful for comparison of closely related organ-
isms or to obtain the most reliable orthology pairs.

Ultimately, however, orthology is not a one-to-one
relationship, but, as a result of gene duplications that
occurred since the compared species have diverged, a
many-to-many relationship. Thus, for comparative studies
to attain a full view of the homology relations among genes
(or the compared elements in general), orthologous
families, rather than orthologous pairs, need to be con-
sidered [31–33].With the accumulation of fully sequenced
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genomes, it is becoming possible to track the evolutionary
history of individual genes in a large-scale manner.

Thediversification of gene function following duplications
has itself been the focus of many studies that compared
pairs of duplicated genes with their single orthologs
[34–39,40!]. These studies were largely facilitated by
the finding of an ancient whole genome duplication event
(WGD) [39,41], which produced hundreds of duplicated
pairs that often diverged in function. Divergence of these
duplicate pairs was studied by comparing their sequence
[36,38,39] and expression profiles [34,35,37] with that of
their single orthologs in a species whose genome did not

undergo duplication. These studies revealed evidences for
divergence of duplicates by both subfunctionalization (e.g.
[35,38]) and neofunctionalization (e.g. [36,37,39]). Further-
more, the retention of duplicates following the WGD has
also been analyzed by comparing synteny between post-
WGD yeast species [40!]. Interestingly, retention of
alternative copies in different species was found for many
duplicates, and this was proposed to facilitate reproductive
isolation and speciation.

Concluding remarks
We described different approaches for comparative
analysis of functional genomics data (Figure 1). The most
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Figure 2

Principles of comparative analysis. Comparative analysis typically starts by collecting comparable data for two or more organisms. To compare the
datasets, an orthology mapping and the type of orthology comparison have to be determined. Three types of comparisons are shown: (i)
many-to-many, which considers all potential orthology relationships [22!,31,32,42!]; (ii) one-to-one, which considers only the best match of each gene
and in some cases excludes ambiguities (i.e. the middle gene in the right circle) [4!!,6!,7,13!!,23!]; (iii) one-to-many, which focuses on gene duplication
and losses [34–37,39]. After the compared objects have been determined, their inter-species similarities are examined. Objects with significant
similarity can be identified, which suggests that they were evolutionarily conserved.This conservation may be interpreted as the result of purifying
selection and therefore as an indication for functional importance [1,2,4!!,21,22!,48!]. Conversely, objects with significant differences are likely to be
evolutionarily divergent. This divergence may be associated with either a functional change, being the result of positive selection or lack of selection
[6!,25!!,36,37,42!,49], or functionally neutral, being the result of random drift [46,50,51]. Several references are given as examples for each scenario.
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straightforward approach is to consider a single feature,
characterizing each gene (e.g. expression levels under a
specific condition) and compare it among orthologous
genes. This approach is easy to interpret and the simplest
to apply. It can also be easily extended to profiles of
multiple features (e.g. expression levels under several
conditions) to capture a broader scope of gene function.
One limitation of this approach, however, is that it requires
comparable datasets describing the behavior of the differ-
ent organisms at seemingly identical conditions andas such
cannot rely on the wealth of data already available. One
possible solution is to focus onwithin-species relationships
between a set of genes and compare these relationships
rather than properties of the individual genes. For
example, instead of comparing expression profiles across
species, various studies have compared the resulting
co-expression relationships. Notably, this approach is not
specific to co-expression, but can alsobeapplied to anydata
type that may define a similarity measure between genes
(e.g. protein–protein interactions [22!]).

Comparative analysis has typically been focused on the
conserved features and had only begun to examine inter-
species differences. The main motivation for identifying
differences is their role in adaptation. However, the
majority of evolutionary differences are believed to
merely reflect neutral drift. Thus, a central challenge is
to distinguish the differences associated with adaptive
changes from the neutral ones (Figure 2). Several studies
were indeed successful in connecting inter-species differ-
ences in gene expression to functional adaptation [25!!].
However, a general theoretically driven framework for
distinguishing adaptive changes is greatly missing. One
approach to overcome this problem is to employ a sys-
tems-level view, and identify coherent differences in
large sets of functionally related genes (modules; e.g.
[18,23!]). Such coherent differences are unlikely to occur
by chance and thus probably carry functional con-
sequences.

In this review we have focused on the comparative
analysis of gene expression data. Comparative methods
have also been applied to other data types, including
protein–protein interaction networks of yeast, flies, and
worms [22!], or gene translation efficiencies of ortholo-
gous yeast genes [42!]. One of the remaining challenges
is the integration of different data types, which is becom-
ing particularly important as additional data types are
being accumulated. Different functional properties
often co-evolve and complement one another, and
thus their combined analysis increases the power of
comparative analysis and reveals additional insights
[28!,37,43,44!,45]. This was best exemplified by the
recent analysis of cell cycle regulation in S. cerevisiae,
S. pombe, A. thaliana, and H. sapiens [44!], where the
conserved regulation of functional complexes could only
be revealed through the integration of protein–protein

interactions and gene co-expression data. Indeed,
whereas different genes are cell cycle regulated in these
organisms, these genes represent different subunits of
the same cellular complexes.

More than three decades ago Theodosius Dobzhansky
had claimed that ‘‘nothing in biology makes sense except
in the light of evolution.’’ Comparative analysis has
proven to be a successful methodology for turning this
notion into a practical framework, and with the growing
wealth of functional genomic data, this framework
promises to indeed turn the light on the complexity of
biological systems.
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